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Bridging GIS and Document 
Management 
What You Need to Know to Save Money and Increase Efficiency 

Finally Resolved 

 
For local and municipal government gis was the technology that was 
“suppose to” integrate or unify the information and data within the walls 
of government agencies to streamline business processes, provide 
business knowledge to all staff in an organization and reduce the need for 
redundancy. “GIS on every desk” was the mantra in the 1980’s.  Well 
either developers found this too hard to do or it just wasn’t cost effective 
or both. 
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Throwing a web-based application up and giving staff access to basic 
mapping functions and minimal integration with the rest of the 
organization was just a shortcut but did not solve the real issues within 
the walls of a government or utility based organization. Typically gis in 
local and municipal government and the those utility agencies that serve 
them usually ends up as a map making endeavor or specialty applications 
for work orders, permit processing and the like. These applications 
usually require gis software and some other vendor to work with. 
 

A good example of this 
would be GIS and 
document integration. 
This usually requires 2 
vendors (GIS vendor 
and document manager 
vendor) then cobbled 
together to perform a 
point and shoot then 
retrieve application. 
Internally each agency 

is different and a one size fits all obviously doesn’t work, but marketing is 
a mysterious and powerful thing. Mobile and web applications are great 
for a number of reasons that are better articulated by someone else. 
 
But these applications are again specific and tend not to be a framework 
for unification of information required for business process improvement. 
 One usually finds basic assessor information and pictures to be the focus 
of web based applications. In general, moving internal business 
applications to the web is about deployment and cost. 
 
But these applications are again specific and tend not to be a framework 
for unification of information required for business process improvement. 
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One usually finds basic assessor information and pictures to be the focus 
of web based applications. In general, moving internal business 
applications to the web is about deployment and cost. 
 
The Enterprise Data Window uses the web model for deployment, cost 
and application maintenance to provide all of the advantages of a web 
application while maintaining the robust powerful nature of a solid client 
side application. You can see the difference in this respect between 
google earth where the client is downloaded to the workstation and 
google map a browser based application. 

 

The Enterprise Data Window framework is 
our solution to GIS data integration and 

the rest of the business world. 
 

The base of this framework is a location based document management 
system with GIS functionality requiring no third party software involved 
at all. (Meaning no additional licenses required for GIS or document 
management). 
 
   

The framework is designed to 
integrate all metadata, business 
data, maps, documents, legacy 
database records, videos and 

relationships. 
 
  
We completely decoupled the task of distributing integrated spatial and 
non-spatial business data not only from core GIS software, but from the 
core legacy business and specialty GIS applications. 
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 We found this to be an extremely powerful type of non browser 
“mashup” called Enterprise Data Window.  The Data Window framework 
does not assumes the agency has a well defined GIS group and data 
maintenance practices that are working and already in place.   
 

Although we do provide 
data maintenance tools, 
custom apps and 
strategies for spatial 
database maintenance 
and dissemination along 
will business integration 
strategies our goal is to 
provide choices for 
what your agency 

needs. Therefore, redundancy in application functionality or replacement 
of existing application is not the push from us unless desired by the 
client. 
 
Custom software can and is built on top of this framework, such as, work 
order and asset management, service request and sales receipts, 
engineering project tracking etc. If these types of applications already 
exist at your organization you can unify that specialty data e.g. “Work 
order or permits data” into the Enterprise Data Window without 
disrupting your current processes. 
 
Remember we are talking about a framework which immediately 
integrates GIS and document management, all metadata is included in 
this framework for both GIS and document tagging or indexing. Any data 
unification with existing systems will also have a metadata repository if 
desired and all this information can be available to the entire 
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organization or just a few. Because the Enterprise Data Window is based 
on web deployment and maintenance model for which the cost is 
comparable and may be acquired. 
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About us 
 

USA IMAGING Inc. was founded in 2001 to provide 
superior support services in IT, document imaging, 
CAD and GIS to local government and private sector.  

Our experience in the industry, led us to develop an award winning 
solution called “Enterprise Data Window”, which is the only self-
contained geospatial EDMS with GIS functionality that provides low cost, 
comprehensive geospatial enterprise document management solution 
with tools for users of all levels.  We are the leading solutions provider 
integrating EDMS and GIS, designed to improve efficiency and 
productivity. 
 
 
 

For additional information  

Call us today  
(858)-513-6565 

 
 

    Email us: 
    info@usa-imaging.com 
    Sales@usa-imaging.com 
 

 
Request a Live Demo 
and discover how this solution can impact your organization. 
 

www.usa-imaging.com 


